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Help me to be a fine teacher, to keep peace in the classroom, peace between my students and myself, to be kind and gentle to each and every one of my students.
Help me to be merciful to my students, to balance mercy and discipline in the right measure for each student, to give
genuine praise as much as possible, to give constructive criticism in a manner that is palatable to my students.
Help me to remain conscientious enough to keep my lessons always interesting, to recognize what motivates each of my
students, to accept my students' limitations and not hold it against them.
Help me not to judge my students too harshly, to be fair to all, to be a good role model, but most of all Lord help me to
show your love to all of my students.
Amen.

NEW INFORMATION FROM CSO OFFICE
Curriculum and Assessment (from Krista Devine)
CLICK HERE for ALL communications posted in prior Principal Bulletins. All resources and live links are found
within this document.
CSO Website Links
The Archdiocese of Cincinnati has a new website. Unfortunately, we just discovered many of the links for the resources
I have provided did not migrate over to our new site. We are in the process of reloading the links and information into
the new site. The Graded Course of Study is one of those resources that I know many of our schools use daily.
CLICK HERE for the GCS Compilation Document that I created listing the GCS for all subjects, grades K-8. I am in
the process of adding the new links for the Curriculum Maps.
Vocabulary.com
This is a great time of year to ramp up the vocab instruction! Join any of these free 30-minute sessions hosted by our
Professional Learning team, and discover why teachers are switching to Vocabulary.com.
Get started with Vocabulary.com
New to Vocabulary.com? We'll show you how to get up and running in no time. Reserve your spot >>
Tips and tricks for Vocabulary.com in the virtual classroom
Learn quick and easy ways to get the most out of Vocabulary.com in the virtual or hybrid classroom.
Reserve your spot >>
All-new teaching resources! Integrate vocab instruction with your textbooks and curriculum
Explore our vast library of word lists aligned with popular textbooks and curricula, and discover how to integrate vocab
instruction with what you're already teaching.

Reserve your spot >>

Visible Learning Conference July, 2021 (from Sharon Willmes)

Are you looking for some summer PD to earn some CEUs? Then this conference is for you! The Visible Learning
framework is taken from John Hattie’s work and includes ideas such as Learning Targets, Success Criteria, Creating
Assessment- Capable Learners, Providing Feedback etc. The keynote speakers and session speakers are outstanding
with such names as John Hattie, Doug Fisher, and Nancy Frey. The conference is Pacific time so the sessions run from
11AM to 7PM. If interested, ask your principal if you can use Title IIA funding to pay for it. For more information,
click here.

OTHER NEWS

Kids and Community Scholarship (from Sharla Robertson)

This is a reminder of our third annual, Dayton founded Kids and Community Scholarship . Winners will receive a
$5,000 scholarship to attend an accredited U.S. college or university. We’ll select a maximum of six recipients this
year. Please follow the link to learn more about our scholarship and application details. We have worked hard to keep
this a streamline application process for your students, and have even added a video feature this year.

If possible, please reach out and connect me with the appropriate faculty members I should speak to for an opportunity
to link this to your website or add to student communications.
937-434-3095 ext. 3349

Resources for Educators:

Catholic Telegraph
Bulletin Archives

GCS Compilation Resource-Pre K-8
EDC Login

Vocare

